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Physical exam
Students invited·to test
out possible new gym
equipment -SEE POWER, A2

Angelica Mealing is counted on to
distribute for the Knights -SEESPORTs,As

UCF outlines provost search
Committee proposes decision timeline
MEGAN ANDERSON
Staff Writer

On Monday:
A proposed timeline
and position announcement were the key items
on the agenda at the first
meeting of the UCF
provost search committee
on Thursday.
Peter Panousis, dean of
the College of Sciences
and chair of the commit-

Dental Center celebrates
official grand opening
by Megan VanWaus

Interns plan fundraiser
for the American Lung
Association
by Brandi Broxson

Teams P,artidpate in
National Girls and
Women in Sports Day
>,,

by Becky Jackson

Global Pers~ives hosts
lecture on [atin America
and the Caribbean
CAB offers aprovocative
look at datinQ, sex and
sexual assault
Multicultural Student
Center offers "GLBT 101"

AIMEE HOYT

by Natalie Richards
t

Breaking

news on
your cell
Get UCF news sentto your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

LOCAL &STATE,A2
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CLOUDS HALT FINAL
NIGHT LAUNCH OF
SHUTTLE PROGRAM

"'

Cloudy weather prevented space
shuttle Endeavour from blasting
off Sunday on the last planned
nighttime shuttle launch, delaying
its trip with afinal few building
blocks for the I.S.S.

,

AROUND CAMPUS, A2
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GRADUATION IS
HERE, TIME FOR
CAPS AND GOWNS
Spring 2010 graduates can rent
their custom UCF regalia, order
announcements and more from
today until Wednesday, from 8
a.m. until 5p.m. atthe Barnes &
Noble by the UCF Arena.
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President Hitt is the second
highest-paid public university
pr~sident in Florida and he is
ranked 32nd nationwide, according to a recent report by The
Chronicle ofHigher Education.
The median base salary for public university presidents rose to
$436,lll in the 2008-2009 school
year, according to the report.
This was an increase of 2.3 percent from the previous year.
President Hitt's base salary is
$463,500, more than $27,000 more
than the median. With his compensation . package, including
deferred compensation, retirement pay, club dues and money
provided by the state for his car,
Hitt's salary totals $594,730.
The Chronicle also reported that
in the previous four years, presidential compensation packages
have risen by at least 7.5 percent
each year. In 2005 the increase was
19 percent.
The UCF Board of Trustees
gave its final approval to keep
President Hitt's base salary the
same at a meeting held Jan. 14.

TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU

Miss UCF 2009, Dasha Gonzalez, crowns Sara
York as Miss UCF 2010 Saturday night.

Louisiana

State University has
discovered
a way to

l-~1

death that causes brain
damage during a stroke.
UCF assistant professor
Sic Chan, a collaborator on
the project, said the team
focused on the mechanics
of the glutamate neurotransmitter because it is
critical in the brain
development of adults
and is involved in most
aspects of normal brain
function.
A stroke occurs when
blood flow to the brain is
interrupted by a blocked
artery or broken
blood vessel
PLEASESEE

BILLIE JO ILES
Staff Writer
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COURTESY UCF NEWS &INFO

HITT ON A3

Police give green light
on shorter traffic signals

RESEARCH

Assistant professor Sic
Chan joined UCF in
2005.
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Light problem addressed

Scientists' discovery
may prevent stroke
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- PETER PANOUSIS
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

Hitt ranked second in
F1a. for highest salary

Black and gold
mixed with glitz and
glamour filled the
Pegasus Ballroom
of the Student
Union as Sara
York
was
the
crowned
2010 Miss UCF
on
Saturday
night.
About 700 students attended ''.A ,
Knight of Fame," the '
2010 Miss UCF
Scholarship Pageant,
presented by the
Campus Activities
Board
Thirty-five
women auditioned
for the competition. :
Sixteen were chosen
to sing, dance and
tumble their way
across the stage.
Contestants were
required to be fulltime students, have
at least a 2.5 GPA and
have a talent that can
be
performed
onstage.
"It is our mission
tonight to find the

Black History Month
Celebration continues
with media forum

'The names
will be
unranked and
provided to the
president. He
makes the final
decision.'

Salaries of
university
presidents
on the rise

Contributing Writer

by Nicole Lauber

I

INTERVIEWS ON A3

scholarship
andcrown

by Nicole Lauber

I

PLEASE SEE

Contestants
performfor

byViloc Pham

)

the president. He makes
the final decision."
The
committee
approved the position
announcement that will be
sent out Monday and will
be posted in The Chronicle
of Higher Education on
Feb. 19. The priority application date is set as March
25.
They also agreed on a
four step process of

The

On Wednesday:

..

tee, emphasized that the
search committee is not
selecting the new provost',
but providing choices for
President John Hitt.
"The objective of this
committee is to provide
the names - typically, two
to five candidates that we
find suitable to be the next
provost," Panousis said.
"The names will be
unranked and provided to

searching
for and narrowing
down the
pool
of
qualified
Hickey
candidates.
The first
step is finding candidates and determining whether they do or
do not meet the requirements for the position.
Robert Lawless, senior

'
I
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UCF students have
been waiting too long for
traffic lights to change,
and the UCF Police
Department plans to do
something about it soon, ·
police said.
Sgt. Troy Williamson
GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
of
the
UCF Police The UCF Police Department has met with the Physical
Plant, Siemens and
Department said the Orange County Traffic Engineering to discuss problems with traffic lights.
police have known about
the long wait at traffic ing and told them, 'This Siemens acknowledged
lights for quite some is where our problems every issue presented to
time, but it was a matter are and this is what's them.
of getting the necessary going on.'"
"I feel like with cerpeople together in a
Williamson said he tain lights, that every
meeting to discuss it.
and Sgt. John Moore time I'm there, I know
'We all sat down: the went through a laundry I'm going to have to sit
Police Department, the list of problems during for 10 minutes before it
Physical Plant, the the meeting and walked turns," said Claire Bader,
Siemens people, Orange out of it feeling 100 per- a junior advertising/pubCounty Traffic Engineer- cent.
lic relations major. "I
ing," Williamson said.
The representatives
'We sat down at a meet- from Orange County and
PLEASE SEE TRAFFIC ON A?
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News and notices for
the UCF comnwnity

It's time to get the cap, gown
Spring 2010 graduates
can rent their custom UCF
regalia, order announcements and more from
today until Wednesday,
from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. at
the Barnes & Noble by the
UCFArena
Only Barnes & Noble
carries the official, required
cap and gown for the UCF
graduation ceremonies.
Call 407-882-0365 for
more information.

The Student Newspaper at I/CF since 1968

February 8, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 9 • 12 Pages
The Ctnrrol Floiido /iJture Is the independent, studentwritten nev.spape, at the Unive1sit1iof Cfnt@I Flotida.
Opinions in the Furure are those of the individual
columnist and not necessatily those ofthe editorial staff
or the Uni.-ersity administration. All contmt is property
ofthe Centralfbrida /iJture and may not be reptinted in
part or in whole without permi»ion from the publisher.

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

Get tested, also get coupon

Editor-in-Chief

The Counseling Center
is hosting "HIValentines
Week.''
Today from8 a.m. until5
p.m. at the Health Center
Annex, you can come as a
couple or a pair to receive a
ticket for a chance to win a
$25 gift certificate to Olive
Garden and two movie
tickets.
Call 407-823-5841 for
more information.

Jeffrey Riley x213
CFF.editvr@gmail.com

News: Production Editor
Bianca Fortis x213
News.CFF@gmailcom

News: Assignments Editor
Justine Griffin x213
News.CFF@gmail.com

Online News Editor
Ashley Camifax x213
On/ineCFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor

Values of agood career

Jerriann Sullivan xll 3

Career Services is hosting "Values: Get to the
Heart of It," on Tuesday in
Ferrell Commons Room
185C from ll a.m. until
noon.

Opinions.CFF@gmail.com

Sports Editors
Ryan Bass and
William Perry x215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

Variety Editor
Mike Balducci x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Clouds halt final night launch
of space shuttle program
CAPE CANAVERAL
Clouds prevented
space shuttle Endeavour
from blasting off Sunday
on the last planned nighttime shuttle launch, delaying its trip with a final few
building blocks for the
International Space Station.
The band oflow clouds
started moving in from the
north late Saturday. NASA
counted down to the nineminute mark, but the sky
remained overcast, offering little hope of a lucky
break.
NASA managers said
they would try again Monday, when slightly better
conditions were expected.
Endeavour is loaded
with a new room for the
space station. as well as an
observation deck.
Launch time on Monday is scheduled at 4:14
a.m. That means the
launch team will have to
report to work right
around Super Bowl time.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo Editor

Emre Kelly x213

Photo.CFF@gmail.com

Staff Writers

Students can try out,
evaluate new machines

Michelle Dendy,
Matt Reinstetle, Kerri Anne
Renzulli, Christina DeParis,
Jessica Martin, Camille Thomas,
Tamra Martin, Jennifer Ross,
Becky Jackson, Jessica Campbell,
Carlos Pineda

CHRISTINA DEPARIS
Staff Writer

I

Students have the opportunity to demo cardio
machines at the Recreation and Wellness Center
to decide which equipment would fill the
expanded fitness facility opening spring of 20ll.
Treadmills, an elliptical machine, a spinning
bike and other cardio equipment can be used
and evaluated.
Five-question surveys are available on a table
near the cardio floor.
"The survey has basic questions on the features," said Kim Halliday, RWC fitness coordinator. "Does it feel like a natural range of motion?
Does it give an intense and effective workout?"
Halliday took the student staff of the RWC to
the Athletic Business Conference in Orlando to
demo equipment and narrow a list of preferred
vendors.
Now those choices are available for students
to try out.
Katie Blizzard, a freshman marketing major,
tested the Life Fitness elliptical located near the
survey table at the front of the cardio floor. She
compared the existing elliptical machine with
the demo.
"There are a lot more options, and the handles seem to be in a better position," Blizzard
said. "I also like how it has an iPod connection
that lets you control on the touch screen what
plays."
The facility is heavy in tenns of machines and
light in terms of free weight.
'We are severely lacking in recreation space
based on UCF enrollment," Halliday said.
The RWC gets 2,800 visitors during the week,

I

""

Copy Editors

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ISamuel Struckhoff,
Virginia Kiddy,
Viloc Pham

Katie Blizzard keeps in motion on a demo elliptical machine on the
cardio floor of the Recreation and Wellness Center Friday night

but expects 3,500 once the expansion is complete, according to Jim Wilkening, RWC director.
Basic free weight equipment and equipment
not available, like certain types of squat racks
and free weight plate-loaded machines, will be
in the new fitness area.
"We made all our choices and decisions based
on a student survey done in 2004 or 2005,"
Wilkening said. "Students wanted more free
weight space, cardio space and machine weigb.t
space, which is why we went so strong on fitness."
The expansion will add 60,000 square feet to
the existing 80,000 square feet of space and cost
$21.7 million. he said.
The money came from two Capital
Improvement Trust Fund allotments in 2006 and
2009.
'We knew we needed a couple expansions to
be to do the things students wanted," Wilkening
said. "We were fortunate to be able to combine
the two allocations at one time."
RWC staff started on the master plan in 2005.
The extension will add about 75 to 100 student employees.

LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Ten percent chance of rain.
...-:

~

PARTLY
CLOUDY

High:69°

Northeast wind around 9 mph.

Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
Northeast wind around 5 mph.

Low:53°

CJ

Tuesday

High:70°

SHOWERS

Low:49°

Wednesday

High:59°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:39°
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One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
permitted per issue.If available, additional
copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is aaime. V10lators may be subject to civil
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mum ofl0 candidates who
met the standards within
consultant from Academic the previous steps starting
Search, will be helping the April 12.
search committee in the
The last step will be
process.
bringing the candidates to
In the second step, the interview on campus. The
committee will meet and number of candidates is
determine preferences limited to five and will be
they would like to see selected on the basis of
when considering a candi- their airport interviews
date for the third step. and the input from referThis will be done at the ences.
next meeting on March 29.
Interviews are schedThe third step involves uled to take place between
conducting "airport," or April 21 and May 6.
preliminary screening,
From there, the cominterviews. The commit- mittee will assemble the
tee will interview a maxi- list of acceptable candiFROM

• J

dates in an unranked order
for Hitt's final decision.
Hitt met with the committee members briefly as
well and thanked them for
their willingness to serve
on the committee and
hopes to have the right
person by commencement.
He expressed his belief
that the timeline set forth
by the committee is ambitious, but attainable and is
glad to hear that the committee will continue to
search until the right person is selected.
"I don't think we want

to get ourselves to the
point that we are so concerned with wrapping this
up that we compromise on
the quality of individual
we want," Hitt said. "It's so
important that we have a
strong and effective
provost that I think we
will keep going until we
think we've got a worthy
successor to Terry Hickey,
who has done a marvelous
job during his seven years
as provost."
Hitt said that he was
looking for someone who
would have tenure as a
professor. Someone with

Hitt turned down pay raise in Nov.

()

FROM

)1

>}
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In November, the Board voted
to give Hitt a pay increase, but he
declined because of the bad economy.
He also declined in 2008 for the
same reason, despite the Board's
approval.
"President Hitt felt the time
wasn't right," said Grant Heston,
assistant vice president of UCF
News & Information. "When it
came up at the board meeting, he
refused the pay increase before an
actual figure was reached by the
Board."
Hitt is not alone.
Many other public university
presidents have declined raises
and agreed to pay cuts to offset
increasing tuition rates and state
budget cuts, according to The
Chronicle ofHigher Education.
"Because public university
presidents play a visible role in
defending their budgets from state
cuts, many presidents don't want
to be seen accepting raises, even
with Board approval," said Jeffrey
Selingo, editor of The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
With budget cuts at UCF that
have led to faculty layoffs and
degree program eliminations, Hitt
is still under scrutiny even after his
pay refusal.

"Why should he have been
offered any kind of raise when the
same Board of Trustees said it was
necessary to eliminate programs
with strong student enrollment
and lay off faculty members teaching full and overflowing courses?"
said Patrick Murphy, president of
the UCF chapter of United Faculty
of Florida.
"Like football coaches, I wouldn't ask if university presidents
deserve what they get paid in relation to other presidents, but
whether they deserve the salaries
they are pulling down in days
where they are laying people off,
furloughing people and raising
tuition rates in these hard economic times," Murphy said.
The only public university president in Florida to earn a higher
salary than Hitt this year is Florida
State University's T.K. Wetherell.
Wetherell will receive a base
salary of $315,545.
With comp~nsation benefits
included, he will receive a total of
$695,877.

Judy Genshaft, the University of
South Florida's president, ranks
third in Florida.
Genshaft earns a base salary of
$395,000 and a total of $591,639
after compensation, according to
The Chronicle ofHigher Education.
Private donations, namely from

experience at an institution with a medical school
is also highly desirable,
but not a requirement.
"I'm looking for someone who has demonstrated and has successful
experience in line administration within a large
and complex setting," Hitt
said.
Andrick Lewis, student
body vice president, sits
on the committee and said
he believes his part in the
process is to find someone
who is personable and
keeps the students' needs
in mind.
"I think it's my job to
ensure that the incoming
provost has a keen eye for
catering to students'
needs in terms of academics, student development
and the whole array of student activities that we

have on campus," Lewis
said.
The search is being
paid for by the president's
office, but the committee
does not know how much
the budget will be. Since
the cost of airfare, hotels
and food varies, the committee is prepared to pay
whatever it costs, according to John Schell, vice
president and chief of staff
forUCF.
Information about the
provost search committee
can be found on the president's office Web site,
where the provost position announcement and
committee list can be
found.
Minutes from this
meeting will be posted
after the March 29 meeting, once the committee
has approved them.

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
GEORGE OEHL / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

President Hitt has turned down a pay increase on
more than one occasion, due to the bad economy.

alumni, cover most of public university presidents' salaries and
benefits.
Florida state law allows taxpayer dollars to cover only $225,000
per institution, it also reported.

ttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9a:r:n-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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New game warns of abusive relationships
MANUEL CINTRON

her classmates attend middle school
When Zoe's friends
The pages of Zoe's jour- become aware ofher disapnal may read like that of pearance, the player, who
any other teenage girL
in the game is Zoe's classZoe, 14, likes drawing, mate,
must
navigate
religion, biology, acting and throughout the small town
martial arts. She also likes looking for her while comto spend time with her bating gender stereotypes,
friends.
sexist remarks and hurtful
Zoe, a character in a new comments in general
online
video
game
The object of RePlay is
designed to educate chil- to find Zoe and interact
dren about violence and with as many of her classabusive relationships, has mates as you can while
even found time for a boy, overcoming their gender
Jake.
role beliefs and convincing
"He's two years older them to join your search for
than I am and different Zoe.
from any other guy I lmow;'
''While the gaming
says Zoe in the game. "I medium teaches some
haven't gone out with any- important skills, they are
one before, but maybe usually played in isolation
this'll be the year."
from adult supervision and
But the year she thought critical discussion of their
she would begin a fun story content," Wendy
chapter in her life brought Komiotis, executive direcone of the hardest situa- tor ofMETRAC, said "The
tions any girl could experi- violence and sexism in
ence. She began spending them often remains unchalless time with her friends lenged"
and missing school, and
In RePlay, the goal of the
some of her friends began story is to prevent sexism
to suspect her new rela- and violence against
tionship with Jake was women
unhealthy. Fortunately for
The game not only
Zoe, she isn't reaL
encourages players to conDating violence is a front unhealthy and abuproblem faced by one out sive treatment of women,
of every three teenagers, but it teaches them how to
according to a poll con- do so. Players must walk
ducted by the Family Vio- through the community
lence Prevention Fund and
Liz Claiborne Inc.
The study
shows that
roughly
one in four
teens
reports victimization
through
technology
and
that
nearly one of
every two
teens in a
relationship
reports being
"controlled,
threatened,
and pressured
to do things
they did not
want to do."
It is exactly
this issue that
drove The Metropolitan
Action Committee on Violence
Against Women
and
Children
(METRAC) to
create the game
RePlay: Finding
Zoe. RePlay is a
single-player
game intended for
children between
8 and 14 years old
and takes place in a
fictional community where Zoe and
Contributing Writer

setting on a single, winding
road where other children
are walking. It is impossible to go around someone
in the game. You can either
return the way you came
and find another route, or,
as the game intends, engage
them in conversation
Unfortunately, the issue
of abusive relationships is
not limited to teens. Abusive relationships and violence toward women are
global issues which transcend ethnic, racial, age
and geographic boundaries.
According to The
Alabama Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, one in
five college females will
experience a form of dating
violence.
Fernando Rivera of
UCF's College of Sciences
is aware of existing violence against women on
college campuses. He was
enthusiastic about the new
approach being used to target such a serious issue
early in a child's socialization
"Children in today's age
deal with more serious
issues than ever before, and
they form ways to cope
with it," Rivera said "If you
can find a way to frame the
issue in a way that helps
them absorb the mes-

sage, all the better.''
According to the UCF
Police Department's online
crime database, there were
eight instances of forcible
sex offenses committed
both on campus and in
residential
facilities
between 2004 and 2006.
Rivera said he believes
the figures are underreported
Rivera said that with a
large student population
and a ratio of 55 females to
45 males, it'd be optimistic
to think that sex offenses
occur as little as those
numbers suggest
James Hobart, the
founder and co-owner of
Knight Creative+ Marketing in Orlando, said that
while he shares the enthusiasm for educating children through new mediums like video games, he is
skeptical of their effectiveness.
Hobart is concerned
that, while video games are
beginning to pick up where
other progressive media
left off, there is still a strong
element of victimizing
women permeating the
culture.
"Shows like The Sopranos come to mind," Hobart
said
With games like those

........e tells you <l rumour

in the Grand Theft Auto
series rewarding violent
behavior
including
toward women - he said he
thinks video games have a
lot to answer for.
"Their popularity, however, is a result of how
entertaining kids find
them," Hobart said. "If
they're not doing something bad, they may not
find it fun"
Hobart
fears
that
RePlay has good intentions
but may be too direct of an
approach. He suggests creating first-person shooter
games advocating better
behavior in the subtext
may be more effective.
"If I was 10, 11 or 12 and
was given the choice
between Finding Zoe and
Halo 3, I'd lmow what I'd
choose," Hobart said.
Tiffany Rurut, a senior
finance major, said she's
never experienced dating
violence herself but is
never distant from it
through friends and peers.
"It's not uncommon, but
you hear about it, and you
almost always lmow someone," she said. "Especially
as a girl, it's something you
don't want to hear."
Rurut agrees that targeting children and educat-

ing them about the subject
is a good example of utilizing the media to advocacy's
advantage. She also thinks
other elements of the
media are culpable.
"Girls may see things
like this on TV and think, •
'Yeah. it's okay that this guy
is acting like a jerk; I can
take it because that girl
took it,"' she said "It's really just a shame."
Like Rivera, Rurut
thinks the target age of the
game is when children
begin to notice these
behaviors, want to feel
older and combine these
two to begin emulating
what they see.
Heather Daneshgar, a
senior interdisciplinary
studies major, believes that ~
the game is a step in the ·
right direction, but she
shares some of Hobart's
concerns. Unlike Hobart,
however, her primary concern wasn't children's
attention span
"I think the game might
risk making light of the
issue," Daneshgar said
She said she worries
that children may associate it with gameplay,
instead of what she says it
really is, "an ugly truth."
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Pageant raises more than $1,600 for children
; '

FROM A1

ideal UCF Knight," said
Dasha Gonzalez, Miss
~ ' UCF 2009 and a senior
micro & molecular biology major. "She should be
> , dedicated to our community and its betterment,
talented and able to entertain, articulate and ready
, to represent her university
with poise and pride."
Contestants
were
., . judged on private interviews, lifestyle, fitness,
talent, swimwear, evening
wear and a final onstage
, 1
question.
Except for a few of the
women, most had never
competed in pageants.
')
''.A lot of the times the
girls come in [to auditions] not really knowing
PHOTOS BY TINA RUSSELL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
how serious the pageant Sixteen women competed in the 2010 Miss UCF pageant Saturday night. The competition opened with a song and dance performance of "Fame." All finalists won scholarship money, free textbooks and a dass ring.
is,''
said
Samantha
Nemeroff, a senior event show,'' Nemeroff said "It's
For more photos
management major and not just 'Hey look at me,
of the pageant:
, 1
Spectacular Knights and I'm pretty'-it's about
www.UCFNews.com
CAB director. "Unlike Mr. your integrity and really
UCF, she could go on to representing your school" camole! It's been a year
Miss Florida with the
Mr. UCF 2010, Michael already."
, J
chance of becoming Miss Newman, read an original
She said she's had the
America"
poem about the perfect opportunity to let the
When the pageant woman before the onstage community know "who
kicked off, contestants interview segment of the and what UCF stands for."
York also took home
~ • danced a choreographed pageant began.
number to "Fame" as GonDuring this time, con- the audience favorite
zalez took center stage.
testants were given a award after Knight-Thon's
While many of the chance to positively push fundraiser for Children's
women chose to serenade their platforms. Sara York, Miracle Network deterjudges and audience the newly-crowned Miss mined the winner. Audimembers during the talent UCF and event manage- ence donations totaled
9 ,
portion of the competi- ment major, wants to work more than $1600.
Veronica Livesay, exection, others took a differ- with nonprofit organizautive director of the pagent approach.
tions after graduation.
Alejandra Kato spiced
"Crafting a vision, cre- eant, said, "It takes parents
" things up with a flamenco ating a future, for me, is all and it takes role models to
RESOURCES . , d 11arJd•
dance, and Nicole Salce, about promoting self-con- help these students develthe winner of the inter- fidence in today's youth,'' op."
We are looking for healthy people
Livesay is celebrating
view portion of the com- York said
who
are interested in making $200 or
petition, donned a fuzzy
She goes to local youth 25 years of working with
more
per month by donating plasma
pink bathrobe and slippers organizations and makes Miss UCF pageants.
Kelly
Cox,
Jacqueline
for her "Guys and Dolls" vision boards to help chilup to twice a week. We operate on an
C11 performance.
dren materialize their Boehme and I auren Murappointment only basis-no waiting.
Natalia Vighetto, a for- hopes and dreams, she phy were awarded first,
second and third runnersmer competitive gymnast, said
Call today to get started:
was the non-finalist talent
As Gonzalez prepared up, respectively. All final,, winner with her acrobat- to pass on the title and the ists won scholarship
ics-infused dance routine. crown to her best friend, money, free textbooks for
www.cangeneplasma.com
"It's not just a talent she said, "Holy gua- a year and a class ring.
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Research published in leading medical journal
FROM

Al

It is the third-leading
cause of death in the United States, according to the
National Stroke Association Web site.
"During a stroke, the
glutamate becomes abundant outside the nervous
system and is released at
high levels," Chan said.
"The NMDA receptors
[that regulate the entry of
calcium into the nerve
cells] will lead to overstimulation, and that can
lead to too much calcium
influx, or calcium overload.
Calcium overload is bad for
the cells."
The research team discovered that they could
protect brain cells against
stroke injury in lab mice by
injecting them with a powerful compound that
blocked death-associated
protein kinase 1, the
enzyme that signals cell
death by attaching to
NMDA receptors.
It could take 10 or more
years before the compound
becomes approved for use
on humans though, Chan
said.
"It involves a lot of
money and resources, obviously," he said. "Once a
compound has been found
in a laboratory setting, to
move ahead, pharmaceutical companies will need to
come in and help take it to
the final stages."
The team's findings
have been featured on a
number of medical Web
sites and were published in
Cell, one of the leading bio-

H morrh glc Strc,ke
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Assistant Professor Sic Chan and a team of researchers investigate how to develop a drug to combat strokes.

medical journals in the
world.
"We are publishing
quite a bit in Orlando, as far
as I know;' Chan said. "So
with everything we're
doing, we're attracting
future collaborators."
Ph.D. candidate and biomedical sciences major
Cherine Belal was also on
the research team and said
that the experience was
very exciting for her.
"It was amazing;• Belal
said. "With research, you
struggle a lot; you have a lot
to think about, have meetings, go to them and then
when you get the results it's
like, Wow! Oh my gosh,
we're getting somewhere."'
Belal has · been surrounded by people her
entire life who have

impacted her decision to we can apply this same
pursue a career in biomed- · drug to those diseases,"
ical sciences. Her father is a Chan said.
neurosurgeon, her mother
Senior biology major
is a doctor and when she Terri Furbish said she also
was a child her aunt was witnessed firsthand the
diagnosed with Parkinson's damage neurodegenerative diseases can do to
disease.
"I was young and didn't someone when a close
understand what she had;' friend's grandmother was
Belal said. "You're just sit- diagnosed
with
ting there, and then she Alzheimer's.
starts shaking with tremors
"She went from owning
and moving weird. So then a little shop in New Smyrna
e!ood <lot W!JU Ince
once I asked what was one year, to being in nurs!low ofbl(>Orl w o 1tu1
wrong with Auntie, I found ing home care where she
c;>I tho b1,,w1
out it was Parkinson's."
couldn't take care of herself
Parkinson's,
and didn't know who she
Alzheimer's disease, and was or my friend was," Furstrokes result from calcium bish said. "It's a sad series kind of control"
The project was started
overload and brain cell of diseases because people
forget who they are and by LSU professor Youming
death.
"Once we fmd out the they have loss of control Lu, a former associate promechanisms by which and all that stuff," she said. fessor at the UCF Burnett
excess toxicity is triggered, "I can't imagine losing that School of Biomedical Sci-

ences in the College of
Medicine. It was funded by
The National Institute on,
Aging and the National
Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke.
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Traffic control systems fail to communicate
:,
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don't know if there's a
reason why there is such
a long wait for the lights,
but I would like to wait
less."
Senior finance major
Peter Camarata said the
peak hours when classes
get out are the worst.
"In off hours and late
at night there are only
like three cars leaving,"
he said. "But during
around 4 or 5 - the big
class ending times that's usually when it's
really annoying."
In the next few weeks,
however,
students
should start to notice a
change.
Many of the traffic
troubles students are
encountering root from
an adaptive traffic control system installed and
run by Siemens Traffic
Solutions called SCOOT,
which stands for Split
Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique.
"Basically [SCOOT]
looks at how many cars
are coming through an
intersection each day at a
certain time of day, and
then it goes, 'Well, yesterday I had this many
cars, today I've got this
many cars, so I need to
change my times to allow
that many cars to get
through,' " Moore said.
The problem, he said,
is that there are three different SCOOT systems
- one for UCF, one for
Alafaya and one for Uni-

versity - and none of
them are communicating
with one another.
"The lights, according
to SCOOT, are supposed
to talk," Williamson said.
"The ones on campus,
originally what I was
told, were supposed to
talk to the ones on
Alafaya. Well, they
don't."
One of the biggest
problem areas is at the
intersection of Gemini
and University, where
students are trying to
leave campus.
Both
Bader
and
Camarata park in Garage
A on a regular basis and
said they have to account
for the extra time they
have to wait in line for
the light at Gemini to
change.
"I know how bad it is,"
Williamson said. "We
know how bad it is - 10
seconds and only six or
seven cars through.
We're definitely looking
at that intersection as a
priority."
Another problem area
that was addressed in the
meeting was the recently
added left-turn lane
going from University
onto Alafaya.
Many times people in
the right left-turn lane
are unaware that they
can't go straight into the
university, and they end
up cutting other people
off in order to do so,
Moore said.
The plan, he said, is to
fix this by moving the

LSAT
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While traffic lights at UCF adjust individually due to the Split Cyde Offset Optimization Technique, none of the single intersections work with each other on campus.

"skate" lines over, which
are the short lines that
indicate where a car
must go as it turns.
''.All of it is being
worked on," Williamson
said. "We should see positive results probably
within the next two
weeks. And if we don't,
we'll go after them again
and say, 'It ain't fixed.' "

Thursday, 2/25
1 pm-5 pm

Practice Exam., Thursday, 2/2$
6pm-10pm

Saturday, 2/27
12 noon-4 pm
at the UCF Courtyard
by Marriott
Comprehensive program $795

including materials
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Mealing is UCF's floor general
ANDREW KENNEDY
•

•

Staff Writer

H

er coach and teammates call her '1elly'' and
rely on her for leadership and clutch shots.
She's been able to provide leadership and
has made some big shots, but not even Angelica
Mealing knows exactly how she got the nickname
Jelly.
"Honestly, I've heard so many
different stories, but I've just had the
nickname since I was a little girl,"
Mealing said. "I guess it just stuck
with me, and it's kind of catchy."
One thing her coach and teammates do know is that Mealing came
to UCF with plenty of talent and the
ability to play right away and contribute at a high level.
"When she first got here, I
thought she was a really good player, and her handles are what stood
out to me," junior guard Chelsie
Wiley said. "She can basically do
any move that she wants with ease,
and she can control the team real
well."
Mealing has played an important
role on the UCF women's basketball
team for the past three years now:
she's the point guard and coach on
the floor.
"She's the one that brings us all
together and controls the tempo and
tells us all where we need to be,"
Wtleysaid.
Head coach Joi Williams, who
began her career at UCF the same
time Mealing did, calls Mealing the
only true point guard on the UCF
roster. Williams saw leadership
. qualities in Mealing from the time
she first recruited her.
"I actually recruited her at the
previous school I coached at, Murray State," Williams said. "It was
kind ofironic when I got this job and
she was here. We identified her as a
floor leader when we recruited her
and somebody who really had the
potential to be a good floor general
and run a team.
"She is certainly a player that I
think has grown over the past few
years, and I think the sky's the limit
for her."
Mealing started her basketball
career playing high school ball for
Avondale High School in Georgia.
There, she was named all-state
three times and led her team to a 303 record and state championship her

0

'.

More basketball
photos are at:
www.UCFNews.com

••
Position: PG
Height:5-7
aass: junior
Ppg:5.7

..,

Mealing has been a
comersto11e for a
Knights team that won
the C-USA title in 2009.
senior season before being nominated for the McDonald's All-America team.
"In high school everybody knows
you,'' Mealing said. "My dream was
to carry that on and come to college
and to continue to do the same thing
and be recognized at one of the
highest levels of playing basketball."
Now, 41 her third season. Mealing
leads the team in assists at 3.8 per
game, while playing just more than
22 minutes a game.
But Mealing really burst on to the
scene when she made a 3-pointer
from near half-court against Marshall her freshman season to send
the game into overtime.
Since then, Mealing has had a
knack of hitting big shots for the
team.
"That's what we call her, 'the
clutch player,' because when we
need a point, we just give it to Jelly;•
Wtley said ''Jelly and I always practice shooting the most half-court
shots, and she beats me every time."
Mealing had another similar big
moment in her sophomore campaign when the team played Wake
Forest. In part of a 19-point performance, she hit a game-tying 3-pointer
to once again save the Knights from
a regulation loss and send the game

••

,.
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UCF junior Angelica Mealing drives to the basket in a game against Bethune-Cookman early in the season.
Mealing and the Knights have won two straight and three of their past five games.

to an extra period.
"The thing about Jelly is that
she's a competitor, she wants to win
and she's a risk-taker," Williams
said ''I think that sometimes people
look at that as a bad thing, but in her
case, it's a good thing. She's willing
to try some things and do some
things that people normally might
not.
''I kind of like that in her. I like
her courage and the fact that she'll
fight to win."
Despite experiencing some big
individual moments, Mealing still
savors winning the conference
championship last year as her greatest moment at UCF.
''The half-court shot is probably
No. 2," Mealing said. "I'd have to say
winning the [conference] championship of course is No. 1, but the
half-court shot was still pretty cool"
Repeating as conference champs

has always been on the minds of
Mealing and her teammates this
season. but the Knights have got off
to a slow start, posting just a 6-12
record this season.
"My goal is to win another championship or two," Mealing said. ''We
have two years left with the same
team, so I don't see why we
couldn't."
The Knights still have a lot of
games left on the schedule, and a
late run in the conference tournament is not out of the question.
Mealing and her teammates know
they have the potential to pull it off.
The Knights have put together
back-to-back wins in their past two
conference games with wins over
Marshall and East Carolina.
Saturday against ECU, Mealing
played the entire game and led the
way with 14 points, four assists and
two steals in the 60-50 win.
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SOFTBALL : CHECK OUT THURSDAY'S CFFFOR ASEASON PREVIEW
l

Mealing, Cannon
lead UCF to wins
Women5 basketball
Coming off a win over
Marshall on Thursday, the
Knights (6-12, 3-6 in C-USA)
took a 60-50 win at home
against East Carolina on
Saturday, marking just second time this season the
Knights have won consecutive games.
Against ECU (17-6, 6-4),
point-guard Angelia Mealing led the team in scoring
with 14 points and added a
team-high four assists,
while shooting 5 of 13 from
the field
"Coach always tells us
that basketball is a game of
runs, and they made runs,
but we handled ourselves
with poise," Mealing said.
"We made the last run in the
game that counted the
most."
Junior Emma Cannon
came up big for the Knights
as well, posting eight points
along withlO rebounds in 23
minutes of action.
In a 56-47 win against the
Thundering Herd (13-9, 5-4),
junior Chelsie Wtley led the
way for the Knights, pouring in 17 points. Wtley was 3

New faces ready to shine
UCF welcomes four
freshmen, three JUCOs

CARLOS PINEDA
of 9 from beyond the 3Staff Writer
point arc.
Junior forward D'Nay
Daniels stepped up her proSeven newcomers will
duction as well, finishing
make their debut in a
with the only double-douKnights uniform this weekble of the game with IO
end, joining 10 returners for
points and 13 rebounds.
the 2010 season.
'We worked hard for this
Freshman pitcher Kazanand needed a win very
dra Holiday joined the probadly just to try and get the
gram from Bermerton,
momentum going," head
Wash. Although she picked
coach Joi Williams said.
up pitching later on in her
''We wanted to start Februsoftball career, Holiday won
ary out in a positive way.
many awards in high school
February is a time of year
Holiday was named to
when you have to grind it
the All-Kitsap County Allout, and our kids were
Star team in four consecufocused on taking possestive years and added the Allsions and trying to win
Olympic League honors to
those. Our defense was
her list of awards.
pretty good, and reboundShe set two records her
ing was what won the game
senior season, claiming the
for us."
single-season strikeouts and
The Knights have won
career strikeouts records.
three of their past five ; Holiday struck out 236 batgames after beginning the
ters in 2009 and 664 in her
season 3-10. They will go on
four-year tenure.
the road to take on UAB on
''We have a little more
Friday and Memphis on
control with the two seniors
(Ashleigh Cole and Kristina
Sunday.
DeMello)," Holiday said.
"Having some backup
- BRANDON RIBAK
pitchers like the two juniors
that are going to work their

,,
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The UCF softball team returns 10 players and brings in seven newcomers, including
three junior college transfers for the 2010 season, which opens Friday.

way up as seniors next year,
and I have my way as a
sophomore."
Marissa
Menendez
comes to UCF from Tampa,
playing softball and volleyball at Chamberlain High
School all four years.
UCF head coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie said Menendez is one of the anchors on
the team will play at first
base.
"Great glove, great feet,"
Luers-Gillispie said. "She's
learned the position. never
played it before, but she's

learned the position this
year. In practices, she has
really stepped up and done ,
a great job."
In 2009, Menendez was
named All-Western Conference and Florida High
School All-State first teams.
She was also named the •
Prime Time Player of the
Year that same season.
In her freshman year, she
received the Rookie of the
Year honor and the following year won the team's Best

•

•
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Junior college transfers highlight newcomers
FROM

AB

Offensive Player award
From Lakewood, Calif.,
Arielle Palafox looks to fill
up the gap left by Breanne
Javier at first base.
Palafox said playing at
the collegiate level is faster
paced and more competi-

; .

ti

.

tive than travel and high
school softball.
At Lakewood High. she
earned the All-Moore
League First Team honor,
along with the team's Most
Valuable Player award in
her senior season.
For Lindsey Palusis, she
served as. the team manag'

er in the fall before earning
a spot on the team. The
junior attended Florida
Community College at
Jacksonville. Last season,
she played and led her
team to the state championship
Palusis is an Orlando
native and lettered in soft-

~

•

•

ball and weightlifting at
University High School.
She served as her team's
captain for three-consecutive seasons.
Another Tampa native,
Ashley Schmitt, enters her
first season with the
Knights in her junior year.
Schmitt spent one season
at Hillsborough Community College before transferring to Santa Fe in
Gainesville.
Last season, the pitcher
finished with a 19-3 record
and a 1.19 ERA. Schmitt
was selected to the AllMid-Florida Conference
second team.
Schmitt said she does
not believe that it is about
one player but instead of
how an individual can
work with the rest of the
team for the common goal.
''The tournament at the

beginning of the season is
going to be our hardest
competition," said Schmitt,
referring to the NTC Elite
Invitational. "We have
nothing to lose so we're
just going to go out there
and do the best that we
can."

Freshman Sam Soltis
comes to UCF from Plantation, having attended
American Heritage High
School.
Soltis was a three-sport
athlete, playing volleyball
and cross-country in addition to softball. The catcher helped guide her to team
to the 3A Florida High
School State Championship three out of her
years.
In 2005, Soltis won the
Iron Man of the Year
Award and the Offensive
Player of the Year in 2007.

ardta
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The final of the team's
new players is Tawny
Swan, out of Gilbert, Ariz.
Swan enters 2010 in her
junior season, having
played at Scottsdale Community College.
The outfielder was
named to the 2009 NJCAA
Division II Preseason AllAmerica Third Team and
led her team in 10 offensive
categories.
In 2008, Swan hit .512
and was named to the AllRegional First Team and
All-ACCAC Second team.
All of the award-winning newcomers look to
add something to the team
in the 2010 season when
they step on the field in
their UCF uniforms.
The Knights will open
their season this Friday at
the NTC Elite Invitational
in Clermont.

•

Sophomore Alexis Rodriguez won in singles and doubles to help the Knights top Jacksonville University 4-3 Saturday.

Tennis tops Jacksonville
FROM AS

Jenna Doerfler edged
Fernanda Carerro and
Women's tennis
Iva Jaresova 9-7. SophoUCF women's tennis mores Christy Core and
downed
Jacksonville Andrea Yacaman rolled
University 4-3 on the to an 8-2 victory against
road
Saturday
to Veronique Spencer and
improve to 3-1 on the· Virginia Iwinski.
season.
In singles, Rodriguez
Sophomore
Alexis and Doerfler each picked
Rodriguez and freshman up straight-set wins.

.

Freshman
Allison
Hodges also rolled to a
straight-set singles victory, defeating Carrero, 6-1,
6-2.
The Knights will head
to Tallahassee next
weekend to take on
Florida A&M.
- NICOLE SAAVEDRA
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AND HERE WE HAVE ANDREW, A COMPUTER SCIENCE
MAJOR. HE HAS SEEN THE MA TRIX 527 TIMES. DOESN'T
BELIEVE IN DEODORANT. AND RECENTLY INVENTED 4
NEW KL.INGON DIALECTS .......... DO I HEAR .....10 CENTS?

CBS shouldn't

•1

Knight-Thon

'Datt ?luc~on

stiff-arm ads
T

he Super Bowl is a time to indulge in
your favorite fried foods while screaming at your television. On this special
American holiday, you are able to embarrass
yourself and your waistline without feeling
guilty.
This year though, CBS is infringing upon
your day of edible debauchery with contemplative commercials. Despite pleas from advocates who support abortion rights, CBS is running an ad from the evangelical group Focus
on the Family.
The ad from the anti-abortion group
reportedly features University of Florida's
golden boy Tim Tebow explaining how he
would have been killed had his pregnant and
ill mother listened to her doctor's recommendation of an abortion.
Super Bowl Sunday is a day for fun and frivolity. It is not the time to discuss complicated
and controversial topics such as abortion.
This is the world of advertising though; ifyou
have the money, then you should be able, and
are able, to pay to be part of the most-watched
sports event in the U.S.
Unless CBS tells you otherwise.
Besides initiating the heart-wrenching
thought of a world without the precious
Tebow, CBS is offending an entire group of
people by accepting the anti-abortion ad while
rejecting a different controversial commercial
ManCrunch.com submitted its racy but
less depressing ad for Super Bowl Sunday, but
they were ultimately rejected by CBS executives.

The dating Web site for gay men submitted
a short, funny ad that had two men in football
jerseys for opposing teams yelling at the television before brushing hands in the snack
bowl Once their hands touch, they go into a
fiery, obviously fake, make-out session while
their other friend looks bewildered The commercial is harmless.
It doesn't seem like the Super Bowl would
be the best place to advertise for a men-seeking-men dating site, but at least its commercial
sticks with the carefree attitude associated
with the event.
Since CBS decided it was necessary to run
the anti-abortion ad, it should run the ManCrunch commercial too.
Abortion is a much more controversial
topic, so we are not sure why CBS rejected the
dating ad Ifyou are going to run one politically charged ad, then it is only fair to run both.
The New York Times reported that CBS
questioned whether ManCrunch even had the
almost $3 million needed to pay for the Super
Bowl ad ManCrunch isn't as popular as other
dating Web sites like Match.com or E-Harmony, so the doubt seems reasonable. It is not
enough of a reason to ban an ad though.
If the Web site really didn't have the funds
necessary, then there is an advertising agent
making a big bonus off of this successful publicity stunt. Since CBS rejected the commercial the dating site has been receiving tons of
free attention with more than 500 links on
Google.

WE NEED YOUR QUESTIONS
WE ARE TAKING QUESTIONS FOR THE SGA PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE
Go to www.UCFNews.com and scroll down for the qufroestio~ submisadsion form.
The debate will be Feb.19 and will feature questions mruture re ers.
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Ever wish that your iPod
couldn't fitin your pocket?

•
•

prietary docking port. It's the same
Every year, oceans of gadget junk
are pumped out to the tech market.
port on the bottom of the iPhone. If
Thousands of boring desktops, gimyou want to upload pictures from
micky cell phones and generally dull
your camera or take music from a
different media player you'll need to
devices are produced, marketed and
sold to easily impressionable, perbuy Apple's over-priced connection
petually unsatisfied consumers
changers. The iPad is too revolutionary to use the standard USB that
across the globe. However, on rare
occasion, a fledgling tech company
practically every peripheral device
on the market uses.
creates a product that redefines
Most computers have two main
innovation itself; a product that forBEN BADIO
Columnist
ever changes the way we think of
input devices: a keyboard and a
mouse. At this point you might be
computing and communication.
giving your newspaper the stink-eye, because
The iPad is not that product.
you're probably saying to yourself; ''Well duh,
For the cave dwellers out there who haven't
heard about it, the iPad is Apple's newest
Ben Badio, it's a tablet! It's not supposed to have
device, introduced late in January and set to be
a keyboard and mouse!" Well some call that an
released sometime in April With the same gor- innovation, but it's really just another limitation.
No matter how cool it seems, having to touch
geous and flavorful design as the iPhone and
iPod Touch, the iPad joins Apple's portable tech the screen with your fingers weakens the overfamily as the obese, deficient younger brother.
all computer experience.
At first glance, it looks like a ground-breakThose ofyou planning on buying iPads or
ing device and a true game-changer, but upon
other tablets can expect serious wrist cramping
further investigation, it becomes apparent that
and finger fatigue, not to mention sore fingerApple's new baby is nothing more than an iPod
tips from poking a piece ofglass over and over
with a larger screen.
again. When it comes to ease and precision of
The first and foremost problem with the
use, the keyboard and mouse combo always
prevails. It's just the way computers are supiPad is this notion that it is the absolute best
way to experience the Internet. Apparently
posed to be.
So yes, the iPad is a brick with Internet, but
being able to see an entire page without scrolling is something of a big deal, as ifusing the
please, don't blame Apple. It's not like Apple is
scroll wheel on a mouse or pressing the down
doing something that has never been done
button is a task too difficult for the average
before. Keyboard-free touch-enabled devices
have been attempted by a number of compacomputer user. What Apple isn't telling you is
that the browser on the iPad doesn't have Flash
nies. In the early 2000s, a number of PC manusupport, which means you won't be watching
facturers tried to market tablet PCs running a
any Hulu or listening to any Pandora stations.
special version ofWmdows XP. They failed to
Of course, you can always waste your money,
sell a significant number of devices. Back in the
time and disk space on an app that lets you do
'90s, a touch-enabled device called the "Newwhat you can do on a normal computer for free. ton'' was produced and unsuccessfully marketSo you've just downloaded Pandora Radio
ed by none other than Apple. The iPad is not
from the App Store - problem solved right?
their first attempt.
Not really, because every time you need to do
The reason these tablets fail is that a tablet is
something other than listening to Pandora, you
not a very functional device. The tablet market
have to exit the application The iPad, like the
is a mirage. Tablets seem like the future because
iPhone and iPod Touch, is not capable of multithey aren't conventional, but what many don't
tasking. Multitasking means exactly what it
realiz.e is that those typical conventions are
sounds like it means: It's the ability to do more
what make computers so easy to use. Tablets
than one thing at once. It's being able to surf the don't do anything a typical notebook can't do,
Web while chatting on AIM rm only explainbut they can't do a lot of what a typical noteing this because multitasking is so common in
book can do. What you get with a tablet is an incomputers that the average, not-so-nerdy combetween device. It's a missing link in the evoluputer user might not even think about it. Withtion of the computer that should remain
out the ability to do more than one thing at
once, the quality of user experience declines
are really looking into buying an iPad,
I suggest getting a netbook Netbooks, with
significantly regardless of how high the quality
their compact siz.es and low prices, are the true
ofthe applications on the device. It's simple.
future of mobile computing. For less than $499
Software limitations like these are big probyou can find a netbook with Wi-F'i. a 3G conleins, but the the bigger issues with the iPad lie
nection, a high-capacity hard drive, a couple
under the hood.
USB ports, a VGA port for displays, and best of
Most computers have a few standard ports
for connecting displays and peripheral devices,
all, a keyboard and mouse.
In other words, spend your money on a real
such as cameras and music players. The iPad
has no standard ports; instead, there is one procomputer.
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Do not expect UCF's
help post-graduation

,.,..

At 23 years old, graduPresident Hitt in order to
ating from the University
express the lack of guidof Central Florida with my
ance and interest in my
bachelor's in philosophy
well-being that his very
university demonstrated
and a double minor in
post-graduation and prewomen's studies and
political science was not
law school
When I told him about
only the highlight of my
academic career, but of
my past academic endeavors, including my major
my life.
Never in my entire
ARIELLE SCHWARTZ and minors, he suggested
that, although it was
existence had I felt such
Guest Columnist
clarity or purpose, and it
"great'' I took courses that
were meaningful or interwas because I received an
education I was passionate about. I
esting, perhaps I should have chosen
a path with more economic demand
learned theories and ideologies I
could take with me outside of the
He then directed me to send him
classroom and actively put them into
an e-mail reminding him about our
practice.
conversation so he could offer some
I felt this way not only because I
assistance.
graduated with a 3.9 GPA and a clear
In my e-mail, written Sept. 21,
plan to get into law schooL but
2009, I wrote to President Hitt as
because I lmew when I walked across someone with great respect and presthat stage that I had done something
tige at one of the biggest universities
in the nation asking for some guidmeaningful with the previous four
ance.
years of my life. When I was
I was so distraught that I was startimmersed into the wonderful world
of academia, I made a commitment to ing to feel that UCF did not have any
myself to make it count. And I did
concern for my success or well-being
Utilizing all my access, privilege
because I am no longer paying
and opportunity to the fullest extent, I tuition.
completed an internship with Sen.
I did not want to think that the
Bill Nelson, acted as a liaison for the
academy to which I have devoted the
women's studies program alongside
past five years of my life had becoine
Kathleen Oliver, was a professor's
such a business that they could not
assistant for Introduction to Philosohelp one of their alumni even when
phy Honors alongside Jennifer Lisa
she is attempting to give back what
Vest, an instructor's assistant for
she has gained from her education
Third Wave Feminism alongside
there.
Leandra Preston, was vice president
I had immense regard for Presiof our campus National Organization
dent Hitt's role in making UCF what
for Women as well as program
it is today, and this was why I decided
coordinator for Animal Safehouse.
to approach him with this request,
Four months after graduation, I
fully aware of how incredibly busy he
was still committed to continuing my
must be.
The bottom line is I have yet to
role as a member ofUCF's academic
community, so I volunteered to help
receive a response. Have students
facilitate the New Women's Studies
become just another commodity for a
Faculty Reception on Sept. 21, 2009.
multi-million dollar industry? And
During this time, I was facing the
when there are students like me who
worst financial bind I had ever experi- actively learn something and take
enced I had been in and out of Career advantage ofthe resources provided, I
Services, was seeking guidance from
am told that I should have majored in
past professors and advisers, sifted
what - business?
through every classified ad and online
I can only assume that my lack of
career site I could get my hands on
status on the hierarchical totem pole
and still, nothing.
of academia is not prestigious enough
Therefore, after the reception, I
to deserve a follow-up. Or President
took some time to introduce myself to Hitt was just too busy.
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READER VIEWS

NorthView is no good
for the neighborhood
Tch, tch. CFF - getting your
reporters and editorialists to get the
facts, not just grab for a new "facility''
that will sate commercial thirsts is a
tough job. Try to live up.
Excerpt from the HOA of the residents of Carillon:
''The NorthView project has been
designed to mitigate adverse impacts
to our neighborhood. The project
increases the maximum allowable
building height to 4;stories. . .
''The project reduces the Dlllllmum building setbacks. The project
reduces the minimum number of
required parking spaces.
''The project reduces the minimum driveway separation distances
on Lockwood Boulevard. The project
increases the maximum amount of
allowable residential use.
''Fiction? Fact?
''The impact of the NorthView
project on our neighborhood will be
far less than the P,revious Wmn-Dixie
store and the allowable commercial
uses. The existing Wmn-Dixie store
and the approved commercial site
plan for the property across Lockwood Boulevard consist of approximately 108,000 square feet of retail
space. The NorthView project con-

sists of approximately 630,000 square
feet, including the student housing
units, retail uses, student religious
centers, and multi-story parking
garages.
''The 600-bed student housing
complex will involve college students
coming and going at all hours of the
day and night.
''The NorthView developers say
they want to be good neighbors and
·have a collaborative relationship with
the Carillon community. The words
of the NorthView developers do not
match their actions.
''The Association attempted to
negotiate with the NorthView developers regarding our community's
concerns months prior to the County
Commission meeting, but the
NorthView developers were not
receptive to such efforts. The
NorthView developers have refused
to remove, or even reduce the sire of;
the student housing component of
the project.
''The NorthView developers stated the project would only have 584
student beds at the Planning Commission, then increased the number
to 600 beds at the County Commission."
And there's more! Check HOA site
for real info and lay off the "gloss'' of
new and convenient facilities please.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 Help Wanted: Part·Tnne C
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time C

Rate
325 For Sale: Automotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A

175
200
225
250
275
300

400 Services
500 Announcements

Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

B
B
B
A
A ,
B

B
A
B
B
B
B

600 Travel'
700 Wo~ip
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

Rate A

RateB

RateC

$9

$J3

$19

$6

$9

$J3

First issue:
Each addl issue:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement availablefor Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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8m Exira MJney
Sludents needed/JSAf>. Ean l4)
il $1!xl per day berg a Mystery
~ f\b Eliperierce
Recµred. Gal 1-a:x}-722-4791

AIRLINES ARE HIRING· Trmbr
ltj:lpayi"gAviaoon Manera-re
Ccreer. FAAcWtJIIE!d pt:g'!lll.
Froo::ial aid i i ~ - Housi'g
~ - CALI.Aviaoon lns1itue
of Mi.irtenaroe (888)349-5387.

MRTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potena.f\b
Eliperierce Noces!ay. Traiirg
PrtM::fed. />ga 18 +OK OCXJ-965652:l x 107.

l'~Homes
Tiffll FOR RENT:

Selrg SomeltTg? Wl1h OU' 85%
suxess rale, it's as g:iod as~! To
pla)3 an a:! call 407-447-4555 or kJg:xl
www.~.CXJl1'*iassifie

UCFAreaTOWNHOMES Tie
firs, ergs fans,al ~ resv
1B1<, 2bl2.5b, 1yea lease
$!mtro1i'St rrotSOCdep. 3215.36-5430 ~@gnai.rom

3/2J21...oca1Ed i, 0/ierlJ
Lage feo::8j ba::kyat1. $950m:>
rot.des wkJ. Av;j. No.v. Disaxrt
br81J..da'm;407-923-340()

.}

3,2 amJSt new:~. ibJrrg,

pot,!, elc. $89ltro. lrd wkJ. UCF
11ea. AvaJ. oow1 Stu::lert chou1t
~ - 407-923-3400

·-·

1

Last room aval. for cleml, qliet
in:l nisp. senior or graduate
student In invnaculate 3,2 hane
near UCF. Many~ A must
see! $400mo. + 11.3 util Avail.
asap. catl 407-715o098.

2
-9

SERIOUS STUDENT
Room for rent in 42 home In quiet
Alafaya Woods min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broacbl'ld. Must
like Slimds. Fe1ced Yard.
$450' mo. utl not incl
call Zach 239-7S6241

lfm

SUBLEASE

i

2CXl! Pdais Raza OOJ RZR 4X4
Lo--gTravel a.JSbn age a'd
8l<haJst, prire $3,00J I haw 180
i:t:s rra me at bo47g:ia@msn.cxm'4076419648
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Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
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Thursday puzzle:
Harci level

l
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Roomavaialleila~
desglaB:i 412 ~ a t 'Toe
Lolls" on Lease Reassigrment.
Room is clea1ed a'd reooybr
irmerlale ooo..p.ny. ()jet
rcanales.

ACROSS
1 Grandmotherly
nickname

14

5 Hershey's
caramel candy
9 John who married
Pocahontas

m:, FORSALE:

UCFINE ORLANDO

I~ General

C,obia Poi1te Luxuy ftps
1 & 2 Bectoons Ree W/0, pool,

EYESHOPPE OF

ftness cer«er, i:m,s.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-679-ro,1

ORLANDO Ll.C 407 382 7701
BRING YOUR PRESCRIPTION
ANDSAVEON
GLASSES AND CONTACTS
102llECOLONIALDR
ORLANDO R.32817

I~ ROOMMATES
Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

FiJyfurisrej SJ.d:> apt w/

lalm SERVICES

~ in Wa!aford Lakes. 2 mito

UCF w/µivate entrance. Cornn. pool,
etc.$55Gtro. 1st&la5t.$100dep.AI
uti rd. Gal 4 0 7 - ~

SUMMER JOB
.82400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks

.,

· Room and B•d Included Get Paid to

:flay! The Rorlda Ells Youth Caiqi (FEYC)
needs male and female summer caiqi
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is an
overnight camp located on ol
Highway 450 In UmatlDa, R..

•

Follows you anywhere
you go after graduation
OPEN TO /VIEN & WOMEN

15 In the sack
16 Sci-fi staple
17 Small

salamander

18 Therapist's
response
19 Domesticated

20 Pool legend
portrayed by
Jackie Gleason

in "The Hustler"
23 1860s White
House nickname

25 Midsection
muscles, briefly
26 Pecan or cashew
27 Mingle at the party
28 NBA center who

•NO Inventory to stoek
•NO cellectlons
•RESIIIIIAL IV&OME
•NO expel"IBnce necessary
Start working as little as
3-5 hours per week
On-campus training and uoaching

can: <407} 01s-9514
to 8Chedule an
~tervlew.

MVP
elevators
36 Spider's creation
37 Shoe without
laces, e.g.
38 Emulate
Rembrandt
39 Holliday o f the
Old West

BAJ-WMS SPRING BREAK

Corrpete 5-0ay pa::kages
from $189. All pa::kages rdLKle
IOlJ1i'.l.trl) cruse .m t-oiei.
www.Bci'a17aSlr1.rom
IID-867-5018

By Jerome Gunderson

2 Gavethe _:
fired

3 Arizonan's
neighbor
4 Naysayer
5 WOrd with trout

or sherbet
6F,xated .
7Majorsand
Trevino

42 tt's in the eye of
the beholder

Good Shep",erd Parish Festival
5ro:>OeEr"derDr, Olardl, R.
February 11th - 14oo - Para:le on
Saluday, February 13 at 2 i:rn
Frae/ldrrisool, rides (llirritoo
me arrrtia-ds 1o pudlase), bod,
ga-res ard l\eentert:trnent

.....:-t--t--t--+--

DOWN
1 Oui's oppoSite

34 Big name in

41 Lady's man

The camp r1111 from JIDl8 14th-August 7th

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1673 ext 251 or
362-455-4287.

them

was a three-time

DISCOLWED PET EXM1S AND
VACCINATIONS. ~ tis cn 1,2
pb3d va::ci1aoons 8allldays. 1,2
i:roaci exims TIJ3/Woo. 1..1:x:a!ed
benrd Rog;je!s in Oiierll.
407-366-73Z3 www.DtWroJy.re.

Summer Jobs

14 The yoke's on

45 Caveman Alley
47 Top draft status
48 Wild West show
markswoman

51 _ Lanka
52 Food from a shell
53 Female sheep
54 Immigrant's subj.
55 Meteors, and
what 20-, 28- and
48-Across all are
61 Dog from Wales
62 Supermodel

8 Old m usic halls

9 Sound lrom a
woodpecker
1OName of several
Norwegian kings

11 Peru's capital
12Tootsles
13 Conclusions
21 War srte during
LBJ's presidency
22 Antacid brand
23 One-celled
organism
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Last issue solved
33 Involve
35Feng _:
C hinese

55 AI Capone
feature

56 Sock darner's
target
aesthetic
24 Attacked by
Macpherson
system
57 Algerian port
Dracula, say
63 Hops drier
40 Picnic side
58 Giant who's not
66 Fire station signal 29 Novel on the Net 43 Line on a go~
jolly
fJ'1 Age, as tires
30 Kid's interlocking
course schedule
59.Joy
68 "~ be a pall"
block
44 Hindu mystic
60 Heavy metal is a
69 Actress Zellweger 31 Ali Baba's magical 461inafloys
subgenre of tt
70 Stitches
command
49 Former V.P, Spiro 64 leij, to Eric the
71 M ild-mannered
and family
Red
32 California NFL
Clark
team. briefly
65 Blowup letters?
50 Affirmative vote

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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How Do IText
UCFHOOPS to 44636?

•
•

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF

I.

Text stop to end at
any time .

message s on your
main menu
2. Select

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Grab your cell phone.

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFHOOPS"

4.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO) .

5.

Begin receiving
UCF Knights Basketball Scores!

<!entral 3f=loriba 3f=uture

•

Receive FREE, real-time score s and alerts on your cell phone from the C e ntral Florida Future. Just t ext a keyword, like UCFHOOPS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know w hile o n t he go!

...
*Carr ier text messaging rates apply

.
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
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INITIAT ON
FEE!*

r t:

PLUS $29.99
MONTHLY DUES
Excludes tax if any.
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NO LONG-TERM .
CONTRACT REQUIRED!
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